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SHELL EFFECTS IN BUBBLE NUCLEI, ATOMICCLUSTERS, AND INHOMOGENEOUS NEUTRONMATTER�Aurel BulgaDepartment of Physis, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195�1560, USAand Piotr MagierskiInstitute of Physis, Warsaw University of Tehnology, Warsaw, Poland(Reeived November 2, 2000)We analyze the harater of the shell e�ets/Casimir energy in inhomo-geneous fermion systems. We estimate magnitude of the shell e�ets anddisuss their dependene on a number of physial parameters (geometry,fermion density, temperature).PACS numbers: 21.10.Dr, 21.65.+f, 97.60.Jd, 67.55.LfThe problem of relative arrangement of impurities inside a many fermionsystem is determined solely by the quantum e�ets, as the volume, surfae orurvature terms in the liquid drop expansion of the total energy are not af-feted when impurities are moved around (if Coulomb e�ets are irrelevant).The properties of the quantum systems that ontain impurities of variousshapes have been studied in the ase of the Bose�Einstein ondensate [1℄.There, due to the fat that all the partiles have the same single partilewave funtion, the behavior of the impurity is rather obvious and one aneasily show that it will be expelled from the ondensate [1℄. In the ase offermion systems the many-body wave funtion has a omplex harater dueto the Pauli priniple and the answer is not obvious. The additional energyassoiated with the relative arrangement of impurities an be termed shellorretion energy. In fat, there is no well established terminology for theenergy orretions we are onsidering here, even though the problem has� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(1099)



1100 A. Bulga, P. Magierskibeen addressed before to some extent by other authors. In the ase of �nitesystems, the energy di�erene between the true binding energy and the liq-uid drop energy of a given system is typially referred to as shell orretionenergy. In �eld theory a somewhat similar energy appears, due to various�utuation indued e�ets and it is referred to as the Casimir energy [2℄:ECasimir = 1Z�1 d""[g("; l)� g0(")℄ ; (1)where g0(") is the density of states per unit volume for the �elds in theabsene of any objets, g("; l) is the density of states per unit volume inthe presene of some inhomogeneities and l is an ensemble of geometrialparameters desribing these objets and their relative geometrial arrange-ment. Thus the Casimir energy an be thought of as a measure of the�utuations indued in the energy spetrum in the presene of various �ob-stales�. There are a number of situations when suh inhomogeneities anbe formed. In the nulear physis it was suggested a long time ago thatvery heavy nulei will tend to develop a hole inside in order to minimizethe Coulomb energy [3�5℄ and similar objets an be reated in the ase ofatomi lusters [6℄. The reation of voids is also predited to happen in thenulear matter at subnulear densities. Apparently, an agreement has beenreahed in literature onerning the existene of the following hain of phasetransitions as the density inreases: nulei ! rods ! plates ! tubes !bubbles ! uniform nulear matter [7℄. In these ases, fermions reside in arather unusual mean-�eld, whih is muh deeper for bound than for unboundnuleons. Sine the amplitude of the wave funtion in the semilassial limitis proportional to the inverse square root of the loal momentum, the singlepartile wave funtions for the unbound states will have a small amplitudeover the deep well. Hene the deep well will at almost like a hard wall (inmost situations). For the same reasons the halo nulei [8℄ an be thoughtof as some kind of bubbles as well. Let us onsider �rst the problem ofpositioning of a spherial bubble inside a �nite spherial Fermi system. Thetotal energy an be expressed in the form:E(N) = ELD(N) +Eshell(N) = evN + esN2=3 + eN1=3 +Eshell(N); (2)where ELD is the smooth liquid drop part of the total energy and Eshell is thequantum shell orretion ontribution to the total energy. As we mentionedabove, one the bubble is formed its displaement will not a�et either thevolume, surfae or urvature terms in the liquid drop expansion. Hene,lassially moving bubble o�-enter osts no energy, if Coulomb energy isleft aside for the moment. The loser investigation of the shell orretion



Shell E�ets in Bubble Nulei, Atomi Clusters, and . . . 1101energy shows that it depends strongly on the position of the bubble. Themost pronouned shell e�ets are predited for the spherially symmetrisystem (bubble in the enter). In this ase the system is lassially inte-grable and thus its quantum-mehanial ounterpart will have large gaps inthe spetra resulting in a large amplitude of the shell orretion energy. Therapid �utuation of the shell energy as a funtion of the fermion densityindiate that for some numbers of fermions it would be energetially morefavorable to expel the bubble o�-enter. For a �nite eentriity the systemis haoti and the more the bubble is shifted from the enter the larger partof phase-spae is oupied by haoti trajetories. Nevertheless, the shelle�ets are still strong. One an show that the shortest periodi orbit deter-mines the gross struture of the shell energy when the bubble is lose to thesurfae [9, 10℄. The problem of two or more objets immersed in an in�niteFermi system has a similar harater. In an in�nite system the preseneof impurities results in an appearane of resonanes, whih ontribute tothe shell orretion energy. In order to better appreiate the nature of theproblem, let us onsider the situation when two idential spherial bubbleshave been formed in an otherwise homogeneous Fermi system. We shall ig-nore here the possible Coulomb interation, as its main ontribution is to thesmooth part of the total energy of the system. In the semilassial approah,whih is justi�ed for the �sizeable� bubbles (i.e. when the Fermi wavelengthis small omparing to the size of the bubble), the shell orretion energy isdetermined by the periodi orbits in the system. In the ase of two spherialbubbles there exist only one suh trajetory (with repetitions) whih givesrise to the interation energy between bubbles. It is the hyperboli orbitlying in the line onneting the bubbles enters and haraterized by theLyapunov exponent: � = 2 ln�1 + dR +q dR � dR + 2��, where R is the radiusof the bubble and d is the distane between their enters. The interationenergy between the two bubbles due to the existene of this periodi orbitreads: Eshell = ~2k2F2m 14�(kFd)2 1Xn=1 [2nkFd os(2nkFd)� sin(2nkFd)℄n3 sinh2(n�=2) ; (3)where kF denotes the Fermi momentum and m the mass. Similar argumentsan be presented for other shapes, e.g. ylinders or plates. One �nds thatat large separations the interation energy osillates as well but it deays as/ 1=d5=2 in ase of ylinders and as / 1=d2 in the ase of plates. Hene itis learly seen that there are some preferable arrangements in the systemsof two impurities. The interation between them depends mostly on theirshapes and the geometry of the mutual arrangement. Our results show thatshell e�ets assoiated with the appearane of inhomogeneities in the neutron
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